The Domingo’s – Racing around Prejudice
Greg Mills
POSITIONED ATOP THE KILLARNEY CLUBHOUSE IN THE EARLY 1970s, I remember clearly the comment of
one smirking safari-suited individual as Des Ally blasted his ex-works Chev ‘CanAm’ into the lead down
the back-straight. In those days, before enclosed bars and eating areas, we used to run across the
second-floor of the Clubhouse every lap to watch the cars shoot under the bridge and brake for Hoal’s
Hoek (sadly renamed in the 1980s after some transient sponsor) and then we would dash over to the
other side to view them up the short-straight into the Malmesbury Sweep before they headed off at a
rate of knots down to the banked BP corner. ‘See what happens when you give a black man power?’ Mr
Safari exclaimed, at least half, I prefer to believe, in jest about the coloured driver’s obvious speed.
Ally was among the pioneers of removing prejudice from the sport if not from individuals. But the
honour of being the first to do so should go to the Domingo family. They were the first F1 drivers ‘of
colour’, to invoke modern parlance, way before Lewis Hamilton or even the US star Willy T Ribbs.
Family patriarch Solly Domingo had been a car enthusiast since the 1930s, participating in races in
the 1950s at Grand Central, according to eldest son Joe. Joe, interviewed in 2008 when 68, is one of four
Domingo brothers who took up the sport in the 1960s and 1970s – along with twins Mike and Alan, born
in 1946, and youngest son Yunus. ‘We were told it was a white man’s sport, but my Dad said ‘I have
been racing since the 1930s’ and would not take ‘no’ for an answer’ said Joe.
Starting in Formula Vees, and funded mainly by the family’s Fordsburg tyre business, the brothers
quickly progressed to Formula 5000 with a Lola T140 and modified McLaren M10A, and then into F1 in
October 1973 with the ex-Rolf Stommelen/Graham Hill/Tim Schenken/Carlos Reutemann/Willie
Ferguson/John Love Brabham BT33/1 and a Surtees TS9B ‘acquired from Alex Blignaut’.
But it was not that easy. From 1967 until 1971, the brothers, first Joe and then Mike, could only
participate in top-flight events in then Lourenco Marques and Bulawayo in Rhodesia where the racial
policies were more relaxed. Until 1970, they used an LDS-Climax (chassis #2), prompting its creator,
Doug Serrurier to utter one evening in the LM bar an immortal ‘I think there may be a dark horse in
tomorrow’s race’.
In 1970, Team Domingo, as they were by now known, stepped up by acquiring three Lola T140
Formula 5000s: The ex-Jackie Pretorius/Paddy Driver Ford-powered Walls Ice Cream car, the car
converted from the similarly bedecked Lola T70 of Serrurier (previously ex-Mike Taylor/David Good) into
a T140/142 (and later, after passing through the hands of Peter Haller, Jannie van Aswegen and Ivan
Glasby, the remains were imaginatively reconverted using a new chassis – the original T70 one had
been disposed of by Serrurier and Pretorius – back into a T70 in New Zealand), and the third a Chevpowered car originally driven by Dave Charlton, Peter Parnell and John Amm.
T140-equipped Mike finished ninth in that year’s Bulawayo 100 and eighth in the Eleventh Coupe
Gouvernador Generale in LM. Joe and Alan both drove 140s in the 1970 Rhodesian GP, Alan finishing
sixth (and last) and Mike retiring with a collapsed aerofoil support. The following year Joe, Alan and
‘extremely close family friend’ Bryan Meano all drove Team Domingo T140s in the Bulawayo 100 in May,
before the big breakthrough: Joe and Mike both appeared on the grid of a South African race at the sixth
running of the Natal Winter Trophy on 4 July 1971, both retiring with ‘unsuitable tyres’ in the weather’
but not after loaning some to F5000 championship contender Paddy Driver.

From that moment, however, the die was cast. South African motorsport would no longer be an allwhite affair.
The T140s were upgraded with the acquisition, first, in 1972 of the ex-Bobby Olthoff McLaren M10A
which had won the 1970 Gold Star Championship, and then the F1 cars. The Domingo F1 Surtees was
the most successful car of that marquee built, numbered TS9/004, the ex-Mike Hailwood car which had
led the slipstreaming battle of the 1971 Italian GP at Monza, finally finishing fourth in a race won
famously by Peter Gethin’s BRM from Ronnie Peterson’s March ‘tea-tray’ 711 in an average speed of
242.616 km/h, a record only broken by Michael Schumacher at the same circuit in 2003 at 247.585
km/h. Incidentally, the margin of victory of Gethin, a larger than life character known as ‘Peter Rabbit’
on account of his Lothario proclivities and a regular visitor to South Africa who passed away in late 2011,
was the F1 world’s closet, just 0.01 secs.
TS9/004 also won the 1971 Oulton Park Gold Cup in team principal John Surtees’ hands, and
achieved third in the John Player Challenge Trophy at Brands Hatch driven by Andrea de Adamich in
October 1972, before being sold to Blignaut in 1973 for Nols Nieman’s use. The following year it was
bought by the Domingo’s, and used throughout 1974 and 1975 by Joe and, in its last SA race in 1975,
Len Booysen, who went on to make a name for himself in the Golden Flo-sponsored Chevron B29 and
March 77B in Atlantics.
Joe, who learnt the motor-racing trade in the UK, prepared the DFVs himself in conjunction with
Love’s mechanic Gordon Jones. The family’s best championship result was in 1975, when Mike and Joe
finished sixth and seventh respectively in the Brabham and Surtees, up from eighth and eleventh the
previous year.
Mike moved into Formula Atlantic in 1976 with an ex-works Modus and, the next year, an ex-Ian
Scheckter March. The six-time SA champion remembers the Domingo team ‘as very well presented and
never any trouble to anyone unlike one or two others in the paddock! The Indian music did wear us
down a little bit though,’ he admits with a laugh.
Alan, who passed away in April 2011, Yunus and Joe variously drove their two ex-Rembrandt Chevron
B25s, chassis 2 and 3, which they had acquired at the end of 1975, before they all drifted away from the
sport. As a point of history, the Domingo Modus was apparently built up from several F3 and Atlantic
chassis and bits for them by the works for the 1976 Atlantic season. For 1977, the car was briefly sold to
Cape Town’s John Simpson, until his Atlantic career-ending crash at Welkom ‘when he bent the car in
two’, before being reclaimed by the Domingo's until the late 1980s, who by that point owned both that
and the ex-Dave Charlton/Kevin Stopford Modus, which had been badly damaged by Stopford in an
accident at Kyalami. The ex-Simpson car is today owned by John Mackerchar, while the back-end of the
Charlton/Stopford car was used by Dorino Treccani to upgrade his Chevron B61 S2000.
By the late-1970s, however, top-flight racing in South Africa had become an extremely expensive
business, even by the standards of the time. ‘It was very difficult,’ says Zaid Boomberg, the eldest
grandson, ‘for a privateer to compete against the big cigarette sponsored teams.’ Grandfather Solly,
who passed away in 2004 aged 86, ‘estimated that he spent R2.9m on motorsport between 1969 and
1975’ says Zaid. Certainly a season of Formula Atlantic cost the Scheckter Team Lexington equipe the
best part of R100,000 in the mid-1970s, driver’s salaries excluded, or R1.5 million in 2012 Rands.
However, the motorsport link continues into the 21st century, as one might expect of such a family
with such a rich history. But the link comes now from the three daughters rather than the five sons
produced by Solly and Miriam. Arshad Bodiat, another grandson, sits on the SA Grand Prix bid
committee, aiming to bring a street-race to Cape Town in ‘2014 or 2015’; and a great-grandson Azeem
Boomberg, son of Zaid, was, in 2012, attempting to break into UK Formula Three racing.

Regardless of their results, the Domingo family was a trailblazer. Cynically one might ask whether
they would have been tolerated if they were more competitive, whether in the circumstances their
participation at the front rather than the back end of the grid would have served to inflame rather than
placate the insecurities of others.
These questions are moot, and they highlight the context of that era. Today, of course, no
respectable German was ever a Nazi and it is equally difficult finding a white South African who
supported apartheid, a factoid that most South Africans unsurprisingly find factually and morally
indigestible. The Domingo’s motorsport participation should not excuse the prejudice which permeated
our sport, as society.
Look at any photographs of southern African motorsport from the 1960s, ‘70s and ‘80s, and there is
inevitably a person of colour wielding a spanner, cleaning, assisting, or spectating, usually from an
‘illegal’ vantage given that such folk were officially not ‘allowed’ to view the sport. It’s not as if the
barrier of money was not enough to prevent formal entry, because for most it had to be, but some
bone-headed apparatchik had to ensure there was no possible fraternisation. It’s not only sick and sad,
but a chunk of our history that motorsport enthusiasts viewing this otherwise golden era seldom, if ever,
acknowledge. Until they do, and formal apology is made, it remains less golden for most South Africans
than white and shameful.
Dr Mills thinks corners should not be named after sponsors, and that money should not trump history.

Joe Domingo steamed his way to seventh in his LDS-Climax in the 1967 Rhodesian GP
held at the Kumalo circuit on 3 December 1967. (John Duncan)

Joe Domingo’s McLaren M10A is captured in the Killarney pits,
15th False Bay 100, 31 August 1974. He did not start. (Danie van den Berg)

A picture tells a million words.
An iconic photograph by David Pearson. Mike Domingo and the parked McLaren M10A, 1973 Rand
Winter Trophy at Kyalami. Mike finished 13th in the SA Driver’s Championship that year, down from 11th
the previous year. Brother Joe (in a Lola T140) finished ninth in 1972.

Trailblazer. Mike Domingo in the ex-Love Brabham BT33, Rand Spring Trophy, 4 October 1975,
famously the final domestic F1 race in South Africa, won by Ian Scheckter (Tyrrell 007) from Dave
Charlton’s McLaren M23. Mike finished ninth. (David Pearson)

Mike Domingo finishing seventh in the ex-Love Brabham BT33, 1974 Republic Day Trophy, Kyalami, a
race won by Dave Charlton’s McLaren M23 from Eddie Keizan in the Embassy Lotus 72. (Roger Swan)

Joe Domingo in the ex-John Surtees/Mike Hailwood/Andrea de Adamich Surtees TS9,
1975 Rand Spring Trophy, Kyalami. (David Pearson)

Brian von Hage, Lexington Chevron B25 and
Mike Domingo, Sonap Brabham BT33, Brandkop Winter Trophy, 1973. Capetonian Von Hage finished
seventh, Mike eighth. (David Pearson)

Yunus Domingo, Republic Day Trophy, Chevron B25, Kyalami, 1976. (David Pearson)

Mike Domingo, Modus M3, Leeukop, Kyalami, 1976. (David Pearson)

Alan Domingo tests the limits of one of the family Atlantic Chevron B25s
at Roy Hesketh in 1976. (David Pearson)

The Formula Atlantic faces from the 1977 Philips international series, Mike Domingo bottom right.

Close family friend Bryan Meano finished eighth in the Team Domingo Lola T142, 1971 Republic
Festival Trophy at Kyalami, won by Dave Charlton’s Scuderia Scribante Lotus 49 from Jackie Pretorius
in the Team Gunston Brabham BT26. (Courtesy Rob Young)

